Flat Stanley Visits Berowra Public School

Written by 2R
On Tuesday 17th February, 2015 2R showed Flat Stanley around Berowra Public School. Flat Stanley had never been to our school before so we gave him an informative tour of all our favourite places.
First, we got our hats and put them on. Then we went down the grey and yellow steps and began to show Flat Stanley around the school, starting with the NAIDOC garden outside of our classroom. We showed them our NAIDOC plants and within only ten seconds we were laughing and singing. Then we had to go to the next spot so we headed towards the library cola.
Before we reached the library cola we went to the picnic tables. Then Flat Stanley and 2R got into groups because they were going to a disco party! Flat Stanley danced beautifully and proudly and there was one immature Flat Stanley who sucked his dummy. After that Flat Stanley did the limbo.
After that we went down to the 3-6 stage and had a picture with Flat Stanley. Flat Stanley and his 2R friends did a show. We all had lots of fun and at the end we clapped. There were so many audience members with Flat Stanley and we enjoyed the show immensely!
We went to the vegetable garden next and we looked at 2R’s vegetable garden, there were lots of plants and vegetables. Suddenly a flock of ladybugs covered us!
On the equipment, which was our next stop, Miss Roberts took a photo. Flat Stanley was playing on the equipment and walking on top of the monkey bars like a tight rope. It was an extraordinary adventure!
Finally we logged onto our computers in the computer room and did an Easter picture on PowerPoint. We taught Flat Stanley how to use the keyboard then logged off and took Flat Stanley back to our class.
Flat Stanley told us that he had a very exciting time visiting Berowra Public School and especially loved playing on the equipment. We can’t wait to hear about Flat Stanley’s next adventure...